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Last Man is Standing
Tehran January 23-(Reuters)--(Iran)
The Royal Guards are finished but have never given-up. Up until the very last moment, they seek “the
last taste”, all for their Majesty for their Highness the Shah, and for their commander General Ali
Neshat. The men presented themselves to their public and press as the Immortal Brigade, unit “D” of
the Imperial Guard.
There were 1, 200 unit “D” Immortal Soldiers out of 3,000 who fought that day in the Brigade.
12, 000 the Imperial Guards have gathered in the protected in the Niavaran palace, now a major target.
Just as they pray to Ahura Mazda twice a day for strength, they presented themselves on Thursday to
the local press chanting that they will fight for the Shah until their very last breath. The shouted long
live the Shah. They marched with second hands arms from the Soviet Union, Israel (describing
weapons). This is also their passage of will, strength over all obstacles, sons of Iran, a mist cries for
their live of their beloved Shah. Any and all “Traitors are Killed”. These soldiers are an image of
strength and discipline.
The 4th, General to the Guard has but one precise duty. To state that these Armed Forces remained
faithful to the Shah, who by any means is currently taking a vacation.
And what does this mean for the regency government? The General Ali Neshat responds to the question
of journalist. What will it mean for these forces to be placed under control of Prime Minister Shapour
Bakhtiar? Or will the intervention means of Shah prevail outside of this barracks. Last month...3 or 4
mutineers carried by the popular and hostel fever for Shah opened fire on a group of officers. However,
it is believe that outside their protected palace, only ten agents of communism exists.
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Payandeh Iran /Long Live Iran
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